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John Pepe indi cted for
manslau ghter in NJ

Colby senior J ohn Pepe was indicted Tuesday on one count of second degree manslaughter in the
death of New J ersey woman Lori A.
McKinney.
Pepe, who is on a non-prejudi cial leavefrom the College, isscheduled to appear in a pre-arra ignment
conference on Dec. 2. If the meeting
is inconclusive , Pepe will be arraigned before a ju dge on Dec. 22,
according to a press release from
the Office of the County Prosecutor
in Ocean County , New J ersey.

Pepe "did commit manslau
of Lorighthe
death
causing
A.
ter J^y
contrary
to
the
proviMcKinney,
sions of NJ S 2C:ll-4b, and against
the peace of this State, the Government and dignity of the same/' said
the indictment record of the Superior Court of New J ersey.
President William Cotter had no
comment on the case.
Pepe'sattorney and the Office of
the Prosecutor in Ocean County
were unavailab le for comment at
pre ss time. (L.P. & W.G.)

Colby discusse s free speech
at Free Your Mind foru m
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN "
Sports show
Features Editor
AtthefirstFreeYourMinde vent WSMS^S,^^^
Monday night, students and fac•^i*K£_£iM2__r ^___iv_____ .*^ ____ X' ^

ulty called for more discussion of
free speech ^nd hate s^
questioned whether a speech code
is necessary to achieve more openness.

"Model Mugging"
BY JONATHA NCANNON
SteffWriter

A grou p of female Colby students concerned abou t their personal safety took a course on verbal
and physical self-defense last weekend ^t Cha mpions.
Model Mugging , the organizaHon runnin gthecourse , offered t wo
classesfor-abou t 25women students.
The women learned how to defend
themselves froma potential assault.
"Everybody says those things
don 't hap pen at Colby, but the statistics are disgusting /' said Elizabet h Isler '96, who organized the
classes. 'It .important [to learn selfdefense ] because even if this stuff
doesn 't happen at Colby, it happens
in the n?a|:world ."
"Mos t women and men live in
fear for their personal safety/' said

self-defense

Marsha Camp, coordina to r of the body as a weapon [for defense],"

Vermont chapter of Model Mugging and one of the instructors in
the class. "Women have t he righ t to
defend thems elves." , - •. .
The first step in the course is to
teach verbal self-defense.
'The verbal strat egy tries to deescalate a situation and set a clear
boundary /' said Camp. "One half
of all cases can actually end an assault right there with verbal de-escalatkin."
Verbal defense is importan t becauseassaui t occursindarkn essand
in silence, accordin gto Camp. Very
few gradua tes of the program are
ever tested physically during an assault.Verbal self-defense taughtfirst
during Model Mugg ing is very effective in deterring assailants be*
fere using force becomes necessary,
said Camp.
"We" teach women to use thei r

said Cam p. "Model Mugging uses
the stren gths of women -- that is
kicking— to knock out a single unarmed assailan t, This isn't prettyit's rugged. "
Students pr acticed their self-defense skills by actually defending
themselves from atracks by the wellpadded J oquin Brant ,a male instructor. Bran t wore about sixty pounds
of specially designed protective padding in order to allow the women to
get used t o fightin g off an attacker
using full f orce.
"Ever ybody thinks it 's Dar t h
Vader - it's grea t," said Isler , referrin g to Brant in a video she was
airing in the Student Center prior tb
the classes. Brant 's outfit included a
lar ge metal helmet which protected
his face.
•'¦,'
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see MUGGING on p a g e6
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A panel of four faculty and three
students presented their views of
what constitutes hate speech, after
which the audience of about 150
discussed the issues.
Much of the debate revolved
around the WMHB "AU SportsTalk
Show," now off the air, hosted by
Jac Coyne '94. Coyne/ who said in
last week' s Echo that he didn 't want
"bimbos " on his program , was a
member of the panel.
"Colb y is not the fourth grade ,"
he said. "Everyone should be mature enoug h to [deal with hate
speech]. You don't need speech
codes — you'll feel repercussion s
just throug h your interactions
here."
President William Cotter , also
on the panel, said that "you need a
learning enviro nment suitable for
all students. Swastikas on the walls
Inhibit minorities. [Those responsible] should be sanctioned. "
jodi Schwartz '96suggested that
while hate speech violates First
Amendment rights, it was better
for students to handle conflicts
among themselves rather than turn
them over to the Dean of Student Office.
"*» "The administration is unequi pped to handle hate speech/'
she said. She described how students put up signs condemning
symbols of hate that had been
drawn on the walls in Foss last
year. "By figh t ing ba ck, students
showed how they could (deal with
it]."
Cotter read the verbal harassment policy aloud and said if specifically prohibi t s "h ostile remarks
or gestures direct ed at an individual . It' s narrowly t ailored only
to stop fighting words. '
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"Harassmen t is very hard to
prove ," said English professor J oan
Sanz enba cher, who heads the Harassment Advisory Council. "I t hink
Colby is veryconservative with this.
We've not had to go to formal hearings Imuch ]."
Matt McGiniies s '96 ar gued the
system lor resolving disputes over
fr ee speech does not work properl y.
Cotter said he agreed with
McGinncss. Cotter said he favors a
"tripartite " method of dispute resolution in which each person involved in an argumen t would be
represen t ed by an arb itrator. The
arbitra tor would negotiate with a
third , neutral party. This method
could rep lace J-Board , according to
Cotter. ?

Students to network from own rooms
Colby celebrates Hispanic
culture con gusto

This month is Hispanic Awareness Month and Hispanic and nonHispanic students are celebrating Hispanic culturethrough a variety of
events.
The month kicked off with a celebration of Hispanic poetry, song
and dance called "Nuestra Idioma."Last night the dining halls featured
Hispanic food and will do so again on Nov. 17.
Last Thursday's Spotlight Lecture featured Susana Tubert, a Hispanic actress. This past weekend an African-Caribbean band called
Humano Humano performed in the Student Center.
.Tonight Hispanic comedianLuis Caballero will perform at 7:30 p.m.
in the Page-Commons Room. On Nov. 22, there will be a dance
performance with Roberto Nieves and a guest in Lorimer Chapel.
Most Hispanic Month events are sponsored by the Student Organization for Black and Hispanic Unity (SOBHU).
Hispanic Month is a time for Colbystudents toexposethemselves to
Hispanic culture, which they might not otherwise experience. (W.G.)

J-Board tries variet y of cases

The J-board disciplinary hearing results for the month of October
are as follows, according to Mark Serdjenian, associate dean of students:
A student was found not guilty of hazing at the Oct. 3 hearing.
At the Oct. 17 hearing, a student was found guilty on three counts:
drunk and disorderly conduct, throwing a ^eg down a flighi of stairs,
and throwing a can of beer at a wall. The sanction is permanent
disciplinary probation,10hours of campus service,alcohol evaluation,
$32.70 in damages and $8.18 in fines.
Another student at the hearing was found guilty of pulling a false
fire alarm. The student was put on warning and charged with a $300
fine.(E.H.)

On campus for Jan Plan
without a plan? See Thelma.

Any student who will be on campus during January who will not be
doing a Jan Plan must fill out a "permission to be on campus" form .This
form is available from Thelma Plusquellic in the Dean of Students
¦ - ¦ ' ":„'
Office!, Lovejoy 110.
V
' ".l " ¦" ¦
r
A faculty or administrativesponsor must sign the form/ arid it musf
be returned to the Dean of Students Office by Dec.8. (T.P0

Cdi ^ectidiil

BY KATIE McGOVERN
StafFWriter

mental clusters,and the faculty and
administration computers,according to Phillips.
The next phase of the project,
Electronic mail, library catalogues,satellitepicturesof the earth which willbecompleted inthesumand imagesfromthe dead sea scrolls mer of 1995, will link Keyes and
areamong someof thethingsColby Arey,followed by Bixler*Roberts,
students will be able to access from Runnals, the Student Center, the
Health Center, the President's
modems in their rooms. ,' . » ,,
Ray Phillips, director of com- house, Hill House and the alumni
puter services at Colby, said that office. The project is budgeted for
this will be a reality for students in $100,000 per year, the majority of
Which is spent on wiringcosts.
a matter of days.
The Computer Committee is
Twenty-four highspeedconnecnow
considering the possibility of
tors will enable students with
modemsto use Turbogopher to wiring the -residence halls to allow
navigate the Internetand Eudorato every student with a computer acaccess e-mail, just like in the Mac cess to the campus network.
"It is clear students need access
Lab.
A "fairly rapid transfer" of in- to the network Wherever students
formation will be possible, though work they need access to the inforthe transfer will be not as fast as in mation, wherever it is," said
Phillips.
the Mac Lab, said Phillips
The dilemma facing the ComTelephone access for students
with modems,which wasoriginally puter Committeeis whether wiring
scheduled for completion last fall, the residence halls, a project that
ispart of a network installation pro- would cost $2 million to start up
cess the Collegebegan in 1986. The and an undetermined amount to
previous step was to link the maintain and support, is the best
College's 63 open - access comput- allocation of available funds.
Other prbjects vying for funds
ers in student clusters like the Mac
Lab, the 50 computers in depart- areupdated classroom facilitiesand

expanding the electronic database
in the library.
Iri the near future, according to
Phillips,computers will be used to
teachlanguages.Studentsmay soon
be able to engage in a dialogue
withina multimedia computer program instead of the "sterile environment" of the language lab,
thanks to speech recognition technology. Another projectcompeting
with wiring the computer network
into dorms is expanding the electronic database in Miller Library to
give students quicker access to
documentslike Supreme Court decisions Which are available electronically before they are available
in print.
" Thedeciding factor in determining the allocation of resourcesmay
behow Colby's system comparesto
other schools' systems, because
computer access can be an important factor in attracting faculty and
students, according to Phillips.
Bates' newer dormitories are
currently wired and network installation will be complete iri all
rooms by the fall of 1994, he said.
Dartmouth has had network access
see NETWORK on p a g e3

Elijah Lovejoy 1s f i g ht against slavery
BY STEPHANIE CAIN
Contributing Writer

Last night at the Lovejoy Convocation, Eileen Shanahan, Washington bureau chief of the St.Petersburg Times, became this year 's
Lovejoy fellow.
This award is given in honor of
Elijah Parish Lovejoy, a 19th century journalist who fought for the
right to free speech through his
opposition to slavery. A graduate
of Waterville College,laterrenamed
Colby, Lovejoy stood for ideals that
Colby values today, though they
were more volatile and controversial during his time.

Lovejoy was born in Albion,
Maine on Nov. 9, 1802, the son of
Reverend Daniel Lovejoy and the
eldest of nine children. Perhaps
Elijah got his revolutionary spirit
from his father, who left the farming life at 19and became a minister.
It was after this that Rev. Daniel
Lovejop s^ed ^ait the;home of a
well-knownNewEngland Congregational minister, Elijah Parish, after whom Colby's alumnus was
named.
Friends from his high school
years remembered Lovejoy as an
extremelybrightand athleticyoung
man "combining his natural abilities with a courage that would later

make him famous, writes biographer Paul Simon in Lovejoy,Martyrdom to Freedom.
At 20, Lovejoy enrolled in
Waterville College, where "the
President thought he wasa genius."
Simon's book includes an excerpt from a poem Lovejoy wrote.
In it he seemsalready to haveknown
what struggles life had in store for
him:
"Of all that knew him few but
judged him wrong;
He was of silent and unsocial
mood:
Unloving and unloved he
passed along;
See LOVEJOY on page 3
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Peer adviso rs in Taylor

e
LOVEJOY.
continuedf r omp a g 2

First -yearsin Taylor now have
an extra person they can turn to for
advice.
ThreeseniorsareservingasPeer
Academic Links (P.A.L.s) for new
students in the residence hall. The
positionswerecreated upon a joint
requestby the Student Association
and the Task Forceon Advising.
'Trieidea had beentossedabout
for a coupleyears,and both groups
felt it wastimetogiveit go on a trial
basis," said Mark Serdjenian,associate dean of students.
Taylor was selected as a pilot
hall for the new peer advisingprogram. First-years still have their
faculty advisors for academic concerns,but they can also speak with
Jen Zwick "94, Erin Crossland 94
and Aram Goudsouzian '94, the
new P.A.L.s.
"There wasa concern about advising in general," said Joyce
McPhetres, associate dean of students. "The Student Association
wanted to get students involved in
the advising process."
The P.A.L.s answer questions

about choosing a major, selecting
courses,and getting academichelp,
according to Serdjenian.
Taylor was chosen as the pilot
hall partly because Serdjenian and
Tom Longstaff, professor of Religious Studies,are the faculty associates for the residence hall.
Serdjenian engineered the project
and Longstaff's
from thebeginning,
intereststems frdrn his daughter's
experience as a peer advisor at
Mount Holyoke.
"We thought Taylorwould be a
good placet©tryit/'said Serdjenian
A letter wassent to all first-year
students in Taylor,and signs were
posted around the dorm informing
them of the peeradvisor system.
So far the project has worked
well, according to Serdjenian.
"\ know that before I had even
met with the [P.A.L.s], they had
already had people come to see
them," said Serdjenian.At the beginning of the year, Zwick,
Crossland,and Goudsouzian were
asked if theywould be interested in
the positions.
"I wasaskedby DeanSerdjenian
and also approached by my H.R.,"
said Zwick. "They wanted to know

if my roommateand I weae interested in being advisors."
The new Peer Academic Advisors had a meetingwith Serdjenian
and Longstaff to discusstheir new
roles."Since we are seniors, they
assumed the three of us had a basic
knowledge of the academic system," said Zwick. "At the meeting
they gave us information about
where we could go if we had any
questions we couldn't answer."
A number of first-years in Taylor havetakenadvantageof the program.
"Primarily the questions are
about different coursesand professors'teaching methodsand whether
or not we'vehad certain teachers,"
said Zwick.
If the project is successful in
Taylor,the administration willconsider extending the program to
other residencehalls.
"If students like it and find it
useful, I think we could [extend
itJ,"said Serdjenian.
"I think it would bereally helpful," said Zwick. "It gives students
another placeto goother than their
faculty advisors. Hall Staff already
have enough to do." Q

because of its early installation is
currentlyexperiencing "real problems" with the slowness of its connections. At Connecticut College a
semester fee is charged to recoup
the costs of its installation.
Phillips warned about a "hol-

low expansion of the technological
highway" without the necessary
support and resources.
The Computer Committee is
currently seeking student and faculty perspectives, but a decision
may have to wait until the College

can find a major donor to fund the
wiringof the residence halls. Without such a donor,Colby will decide
whether or not to fund the program
by itself and accept the cost of what
it decides not todo. Q

BY LINCOLN FARR
Staff Writer
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His chosen path with
steadfast aim he trod,
Nor askednor wished
app lause,
SaveonlyofhisGod."
After graduating at
the head of his class,
Lovejoy found employment as a schoolteacher
twice, once in China,
Maine and once in St.
Louis, Missouri. He also
sold newspaper subEcho p hoto by Jennifer Atwood
scriptionson foot in New A monument to Elij ahLovejoy outside
York City. After these MitterLibrary.
stints, he landed a job as
the editor of the St. Louis Times. continuepublishing TheObserver.
Things came to a head for
Lovej oy began his controversial
printings soon after beginning his Lovejoy's cause on Nov. 7, 1837.
editorship, but he did not firmly The new printing office had temtakea positionagainst slaveryuntil porarily been moved to the ware1833, after he returned from his house of Godfrey and Gilman,
study at Princeton Theological where,according to C.E.Lovejoy's
Seminary. As editor of the St.Louis book The LovejoyGenealogy, some
Observer. Lovejoy denounced ev- 19men had volunteeredto stay on
erythingfromRoman Catholicnun- guard through the night.
A mob formed, however, and
neriestb slavery.Theownersof the
paper asked him to stop due to the soon a few shots were exchanged.
At this point two men volunteered
political climate at that time.
"I havesworn opposition to sla- to escort Lovejoy safely from the
very and by the blessing of God I building, but as they went he was
will never go back," he said,react- hit by five bullets.
".Elijah] Lovejoy ran back and
ing to the conflict. He nearly resigned,but was saved by new own- upthe warehousestairs,cryingout,
1am shot, 1 am shot, I am dead/"
ership.
Fourof his printing presseswere He died upon reaching his office.
"Lovejoy's death was the first
destroyed by mobs, one ot which
blood
shed over slavery in the
beat him. Bythis time opposition to
Lovejoy was rampant and his fam- United States,"writesC.E. Lovejoy.
ily wasliving in fearof his enemies. While few would stand up against
He found support from the Anti- it in the political climate, 'TJlijah
Slavery Society of Illinois, which Lovejoy wasone of the bravest." Q
boug ht a press so Lovejoy could
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Stri der offers back-to-back productions of
Much Ado About Nothin g axid lbp Girls
BY REBECCA MAWN
Staff Writer

Strider Theater will come alive
when twolong-awaitedplays,Much
Ado about Nothing and Top Girls,
open this weekend. The plays will
rim for the next two weekends.
Student actors will perform
MuchAdoabout Nothingon Nov. 12,
14, 18 and 20. The production is
interesting because it uses alternating casts. Two actors will switch off
performingtherolesofLeonatoand
Benedick, and two actresses will
alternate playing Beatrice and a
Soldier "Boy/'
"Ithink one of the most wonderful things is that we have doublecast the leads, because frankly, it
was just too good of an educational
experience," said Director Dick
Sewell. It seemedunrairnottodiwy
up the goods since we had several
people who would be very good in
the roles."
This production alsodiffers from
the original script because the villain of the play,Don John,has been
changed to Dona Joan. Sewell said
he often incorporates more
women's roles into plays he works
with.
"I do feel that, especially with
classical plays,very often it was the
problem that women were not allowed to act on stage. And not only
did it mean that women'sroles were
played by men but it meant that

photocourtesy of Communications
Echo vhotoby Cina Vfe rtheim
(l~r)
:
Top
Girls
Tara
Estra
9
'
4
Catherine
Coyne
,
9
'
4
Lisa
DeHahn
*95 and Jennifer
,
Miranda
Miller
'
9
6,
Zachary
Much Ado.*
(
Adams*97.
Geisz '94 and Mike Daisey 95.
authors tended nottownteas many as a college student he had a role in
women's roles. Quite often you can his school's production. As a direcfind some roles in these plays that tor, he enjoys doing the same play
are just as logically played by a repeatedlyfora specificreason:"For
woman, and I like to do that when me, it's always new."
there is a chance," said Sewell.
Seweff is a major force behind
Sewell is experienced with Much the production. Many ideas incorAdoabout Nothing.Priortothis .year 's porated into this play are ones he
production,Sewellworked on three has picked up on elsewhere.
other productions of the play, and
"I always say that art is theft,"

he said.Sewell also said every production is different. He expects a
unique performance in Strider.
Members of the American Collegiate Theater Association will sit
in the
_• audience and evaluate ind.vidualactorsin the play.Cast member Caleb Dolan '96 said that this
evaluation is an honor for college
actors. The cast is hoping to have

The j ourne y of a Latina artist
BY ERIK JOHNSON
StaffWriter
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one or two members receive honors, he said.
Much Adoabout Nothing will alternateperformance nights with Top
Girls. Sewell and Top Girls Director
Joylynn Wing have been working
together closely to coordinate rehearsal space and time and set use.
"This is the first yearthat we
see STEIDERon p a g e11
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Latina
Su sa n a
Tubert, a nationally acclaimed director, actress and
playwright,
rejected the
formal approach to the
S po t l i g h t
Lecture Series as the
H ispan icSusana Tubert
Latino
Month guest speaker on Nov. 4. Tubert's
lecture was titled "The Journey of An Artist:
The empowerment of a Latina Artist through
her culture."
Tubert stepped away from the podium
after Dean Victoria Hershey's introduction
and quickly established a rapport with the
audience.
Tubert began her presentation by holding
up several casting photos and invited the
audience to call out what type of role they
would cast each actor. "GQ Romeo type,"
said one man. "Bad sitcom!" a woman said
about another.
After several examples, Tubert said the
actors wereall Latinos. Someaudience members were surprised, because many of the
actors didn't look "Latino" — they looked
too white or too black.
Tubert went on to briefly describe each
individual's acting career and the difficulties
each encountered due to their Latino looks,
expressions,or names.

'Tneaterisabarometerofsocietyatlarge,"
Tubert said,pointing to the difficulties Latinos
in the United Stales have in all aspects of their
lives. While their numbers total near 25 million and their contributions to American society have been great, this has mostly gone
unrecognized,she said.
In 1980, at age twenty, Tubert left her
native country of Argentina and came to
America. She managed to get a part on the
soap opera Guiding Light, but was "humiliated by the ludicrous things I had to do "
Along with other Hispanics from several different countries,she had to play the role of a
Mexican peasant and stand next to goats. As
revenge, she swore loudly at the casting directors in Spanish during the crowd scenes.
A turning point in her career came three
years later when she joined the Don Quixote
touring group. "I began to feel control over
my craft and acting," she said.
The group traveled to schools and it was
then, through teaching and living in a community, that she felt she became a LatiinAmerican.
Tubert also described a few more experiences of her blossoming career and how the
experiencesbothboosted herprideasa Latina
and helped her to deal with prejudiceShe closed her lecture by explaining what
is being done in tlie worlcJ of theater to give
more opportunities to Hispanic Americans
and other minorities who are traditionally
cast as housewives, farmers, or cr
iminals.
She discussed the New York-based Non
Traditional Casting Project, which proposes
several alternat ives to traditional casting procedures.
One alternative is tocast color-blind. Another is to leave the central roles in a production as whatever ethnicity the playwright
see LATINAon page 6

F acult y profile:
Na car -t- no money + no alcohol
David Lubin speaks = no fun? Not afty more...

•Redecorateyour room.Try putjingcontact paper over every surface of your furniA&E Co-Editors
ture ordrape sheetsover pock-markedwood.
• Watch TNN or the Home Shopping
The following things are free, requireno
Channel in the lounge.
alcohol or car,and are at yourveryfingertips.
• Make an appointment with a dean
All you need is a bit of imagination and some
you've never met before.
experience in the fine art of boredom abate• Send a letter to yourself through camment.
pus mail.
Here goes:
• Watch the sunset over Johnson pond
• Check out professors' doors for inter- while whistling some romantic tune.
esting cartoons, clippings and art work. Be
• Ride the elevator in Lovejoy.
surenot to missProfessor Basset'sdoor in the
• Play the piano in one of Bixler's studios.
'Eng lish department and Pro fessor de (You might have to ask permission first).
Sherbinin's in the German and Russian deWhileyou're there,go read Art News or listen
partment.
to some piece of music in the library.
• Count how many days are left until you
• Walk through the museum galleries
graduate. Hmm,that should take up some
backwards.
time.
• Go to Miller (reserve desk) and borrow
• Bring your favorite tunes to the Spa and a video. We suggest The Manchuri an Candimake them play them over their stereo.
date, Manhattan, School Daze, Cry Freedom,
(They'resupposed tocooperate).Trytoteach
LongtimeCompanion, Au Revoir Les Enfants,
the Spa-workers how to use their Espresso
]esus of Montreal,Ordinary People, Casablanca,
¦
machine.
• . '.. . %'
Echophotoby Kirsten Eckard
• . - :¦;; 'r - "- . : / ' ¦; : ' ' ; : '•¦ ¦
The Birds.... to name a few.
• WhileyouareSpa-ing,checkout theold
, AssociateProfessor of AmericanStudies and Art David Lubin.
• Try to watch French in Action,especially
picturesfrom Colby's good 'bled ays that line
if you don't and never have taken French.
the walls. Watch the pool sharks looking
• Check out the Special Collections room.
drink, vino, rosso during the mire and a down their cues at the eight ball in the left
BY DAWN DEVINE
It
is
quite impressive. It's quiet, unlike the
digestive at the end.
corner pocket.
Staff Writer
rest of Miller library. While you're there, go
Q. If youhadn 't become a college profes• Write something cool and submit it to through old issues of The Colby Echo.
sor, what would you have liked to be?
NewMoon Rising,Perspectivesor Pequod.
Q. Tell us a little about yourself.
• Ride the Jitney all day long.
A.
A
college
professor.
It
was
in
the
cards
film
• Change your answering machine mesA. I've been teaching art history,
Ask the Cotters if you can see the paint•
history,and American studiesat Colby for 10 for me, though I didn't realize as much until sage, and be very creative this time.
ingsof the Colby Museum'scollection which
• Part your hair on the other side of your
years.Tm married to a writer, Libby Lubin. after I concluded I was not meant to be a
decorate the walls of their house.
head.
;.. .-*
Our kids Molly and Gus are 9 and 7, and I filmmaker or novelist.
• Try to say the entire Pledge of AlleQ. When you and your famil y travel,
•Take a tour of a dorm you've never been
spent theentiremonth of Octoberon crutches
iance.
. ,.,
r* »r> in. Try to figure out how to maneuver your g
because of jumping into a soccer scrimmage Where's a favorite p lace to go?'
,
• Go to the Marson Room and read China
the
central
U.S.,
A.
Central
Italy,
and
just
with them and their friends when I probably
way through the Hillside Complex and con- Daily,or seewhat time it is in London. Imagshould haveknown better(oratleast stretched about every other place we've been. During sider how it received an architectural award. ine yourself in London.
,
• Sit in the second floor of Bixler and
beforehand). Since I usually make the same and after college I hitchhiked thousands of
• Add a quote to the Mary Low Coffeeand
Asia
Minor
miles
in
the
U.S.,.
Europe,
.
listen to the musicians practice.
big mistakesmore than once> I suspeet I may
house quote board.
-• Check out a book in the library in anbe doing the same„dt_mi>thing again before Libby-vand j -JP^
• Listen to WMHB. Call in a request.
Gus, well, they've been at it since they've other language and try to read it.
too'long.
• Put a bird feeder outside your window.
been babies, so they like it too — although
Qi What do you write about?
• Watch the ticketing and'towing of ille• Watch Mooseriet.
not always, I must admit. Sometimes we gally parked cars between Frat- Row and the
A. My first book , Act of Po rtrayal ,
• Imagine yourself five years ago and five
have to bribe them. They're learning a lot pond. ~ deconstructs portraits by three 19th-century
years
from now.
about winning and negotiation. Anyway,
Americans, Thomas Eakins, John Singer
• Look for pretty or unusual license plates
Yes, Colby is isolated, it's small, and for
this January we'll all be in Rome,along with in the major parking areas.
Sargent, and Henry James. My new book,
the most part the social life revolves around
the students in my Jan Plan, "Rome in the
• Change your message board and make beer, but don't buy into this. Take it upon
Picturing a Nation(which will be available in
American Imagination/' Though we won't up a new name for yourself and/or your
February), studies the work of six lesseryourself to stay interested and interestingO
have the company of Walter Benjamin, Wil- roommate.
known 19th-century American artists —
liam James, and Malcom X,we will be eating
*<
among them a Westerner,an Irish-American
above.Q
in
the
manner
described
immigrant,a woman who supported a large
family with her art, and an African-American landscape painter. Currently I'm working on a biography of Eakins, who was a
tremendously complex and interesting fig:''-i''8'i'i'ii^
ure, and recently I was asked to write a book
about the filmmaker Martin Scorcese, a possibility I' m now considering.
Q, What are some of your f avoritemovies?
A. Some of my favorite classics — let me
be random here***-are Letter from An Unknown Woman, Madam De, The Lifeof Ohar u,
iijiiiJHjH^I^^^^^ HHH ^^ IHHPlI
Bicycle Thieves, Citizen Kane, Singin ' in the
^^^WBHBBPW'^^
' MWdrd ' S Hssmkmdf up
Rain, Cranes are Flying, TheR ules ofthe Game,
$id
*" #erv«_
The Long Good-bye, On the Water front, Paths of
t¥ md :ii^
m
B **tttjute
th
^
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,
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400
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A
l
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"
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Visconti, and a number of others. A few
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recent films that have made a big impression
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:
¦
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f i^^
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Deep
Cover,
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i,
S tolen Children ,
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^
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Malcom X, the social activist. Imagine the
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level of conversa tion! As for food, I'm par t ial
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LATINA, continued f r dmpage 4
intended, but cast actors of nontraditional ethnicitiesin the secondary roles. A third alternative is to
transpose the original ethnicity of a
play to a completely different setting and cast only African-Americans or Latinos.
Students and staff joined Tubert
at a luncheon after her lecture, and
that evening in Runnals Theater,
sheled a two hour workshop about
Latin-American, Hispanic-Latino
playwrights and culturally influenced theatrical works.
At the workshop,Tubert again
showed her collection of casting
photos and discussed the obstacles
facing the Latino actor. She mentioned the problems some of the
actors encountered simplybecause
of their names. Casting directors

are often misled by the actors'
names, expecting to find faces to
"match," and are disappointed or
confused by their appearances, she
said.
Dina Pfister-Mandes "96, an
American studies major and performing arts minor who attended
the workshop, said she was discouraged by the lack of roles for
non-Caucasians."Itmademethink,
gee,do I want to change my name?
Takea stage name?*"
Pfister-Mandes said she plans
to enroll in Tolbert's acting workshop for Latinos in New York City,
whereshe hopes to develop strategies for finding work as an actress.
Currently,Tubert isassistant director for the Broadway show Red
Shoes, which opens Dec.4.Q

139 Main St.

Waterville, Me 04901

Telephone: (207) 873-4300
.

week were a "pretty intensive"
compression of the normal course,
according to Isler. The full course
normally takes 25 hours over five
days. However, Model Mugging
offered a one day, six hour class to
students at Colby.
"I want this asa permanent part
of the activities here," said Isler.
"Maybe Bates and Bowdoin will
follow our lead,"she said. She said
shewantstosponsoranothercourse
in the spring.a
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Free Delivery
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MUGGING, continued f r ompage 1 Several students in the class said
they benefited greatly from the
hands-on instruction and peer sup*
port in the class. "It teaches you to
use your adrenaline and not freak
out/' said Kaitlin Graham 96.
"I wasn't sure if it would be
worthwhile, but I'm glad I did it,"
said Meghan Myers'96. "I feel a lot
safer, because I know I've done it
before. I can't think of anything
that wouldbeabetterpreparation."
Thetwo separateclassesrun last

. . ..
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The Anatomy of the atibank

Classic card: a body of services and peace of mind
for StildcntS. For years, scientists could only theorize about the atibank Classic Visa* card ,
unable to actuall y observe anything below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely, the highly
mteUigent semc^ vvere evidence
and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the C_fti^^
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is .head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. % At its
backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases youmake
on me can *' Startin S -at the Ij mer Costal Spi ne, we

. ^HKJm ~ Jtir *\ s*26 Citibank Price Protect ion can assure you of the
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scientiststheorizethat the mmd of ihe atibank classic visa advertised in print far less, within 60 days, and Gtibank
cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior
service; themindoftne non-CitibankClassicVisa cardmember

(Fig. B)is not securebecaiise-coidd it be~it has a screwloose?
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wiUreftind the difference UptO $150.Along the </CpS-/f-

Slipp edDisc, Buyers Security" can cover those purcliases against axtide ^

days fr om the date of purchase 1; and Citibank Lifetime Warrant y"" allows one to extend the war ra nty
for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2. So if you ever buy a wallonar ^^

Monarch Notes * Version:

whatever, it will be reassu ring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexiblewhile still lending support.

With your purchases covered,

II The backbone is then connected to the cran ium or headbone. ^ _bu can actually see it on the top left

no fee, and a low ra t e, the

Citibank Classic Visa caixi -^ ; :
easy
on ^roinr Nen ^
carxihdderon it^aSvi^
^
It will make a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own photo. H But what about the , • Call 1-800 - C I T I B A N K v

hand corner of thecard. Look at the bottom ofthe page. The Citibank Photocard has the head of the
. KS^

Nervous System?The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the - (1-800-248-4226), extension 19.
Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntar y muscle called
the ExtendusAnewcardeusactivates the Lost Wallet " Service which can replace your card usually
91

within 24 hours. H As suspected, there's another involuntar y muscle: the hea rt—a beating and carin g

hear t, big enough to give students special discounts and savings. \bu'U receive a $20 Airfare Discount
on domestic flights3 ; savings on mail order purchases , sports equipment , magazines and music; a low
variable interest rate of 154% 4; and , no annual fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a fbrelimb
and a Wndlimb.) H Naturall y the heart of the Gtibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer

service into all its par ts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have conaaiiin g
V

1

your card , youneed only call the 800 number. GhT)ai_krepresentative each
to stick out for you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They v^ _sep an eye out for you.They will
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End Sexism at Colby
AH of uscan list many pro blems
about Colby, but
many people might not list sexism as one of them *
Unlike semi-forma l tickets selling out or the money
lost on De la Soul, sexism isan issue tha t pervad es
the Colby atmosphere ,Man y might say that Colby's
women are !confident and prominent figures tha t
speak up both in class and social forums , but that
does not mean that sexism does not exist,
A woman's levelof success, whether she gains
acceptance at a national ly-known college like Colby
or gets good gratfes , does not mean that hex life is
free from sexism. Women have broken throu gh academic and career barr iers,yet many men still do not
accept that they aire equal in society.
Even at ColbyCollege, some men see comparable
gra fles on woman's tests,yet they viewwomen on a
tower rung on the social and intellectual ladder *
Some men may not real ize that their actions hur t
women,and they need to open their eyes and begin
tb understand that being a male ensures them a
higher social privilege/a pr ivilege that needs to be
dismantled , We can only speculate about those men
who do realize their sexist actions and still pur sue
t hem* *
Women on campus who feel uncomfortable in
some situations ar e not imagining things. Colby,
despite its [efforts to be as "open" as possible, <jan
stillbe a hostile atmosphere for women. Women are
interrupted in dass,st*red at in the dininghaU,have
opinions dismissed in workshops , and are told that
gender bias does not exist in the classrooms,
It is time fot i*s to h%$itt dealing ; with the subtl e
forms oi sexism at Colby, There ;are hairassment
policies designed to protect women and make them
feel more comfortable /yet the toot of the problem
has not been reached. Heshiction on verbal haras s*
ment is not a lasting solution to the problem , We
need to realize that there is a problem and the
svtnHon does not necessarily lie withwomen ion *
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Colby needs
affirmative
action
It does not seem Jonathan Kaye
acquainted himself with the facts
about affirmative action before he
wrote his article, in which he asserts
Colby has no need for affirmative
action (Echo ,Nov.4,1993). Kaye does
not understand why affirmative action came about, why it is aimed at
minorities,why it is at Colby, or the
direct consequences on the non-minority population. He should not be
so quick to judge its existence.
The purpose of affirmative action is not just to compensate for
previous educational disadvantages
but to put minorities into role model
positions. Current minority role
models are almost all athletes and
musicians,but whiteshave role models in virtually every field. Athletes
and musicians are not bad role models, but professional sports and the
arts do not supply enough employment for ordinary people.
It is also important for whites to
see minorities in positions such as
doctors, lawyers, teachers, and as
students at Colby College. The interaction of minorities and whites on
college campuses can facilitate learning experiences.
There is a difference in being a
minority living in this country,even
today, and being white.Look at the
Rodney King beating, the Detroit
Police's killing of a black man, a
black man in Florida being doused
with kerosene and set afire by white
men, for example. These acts of racially motivated brutality are not just
isolated incidents. Minorities in this
country also suffer disproportionately from the effects of poverty and
are underrepresented in white collar employment.
For these reasons, a college
should admit applicants partially
"based on physical appearance."
One should not assume that a minority is here because of affirmative
action. A minority«does not necessarily "usurp the spot of a morequalified Caucasian," as Kaye assumes.
Every app licant to Colby must
pass the same tests to even be considered asa potentialstudent.ColJry
would not admit any student who
could not succeed academicall y.
Kaye does not take into account what
a minority has to offer to peers as a
person of color. Ethnic diversity is
important, even without regards to
economic background. Majority students, too, benefit from affirmative
action, through contact with minority students. Studies show that minorities arq.discriminated against in
trying to acquire loans,housi ng, and
employment.
There arefew minority applicants
to any school i n Ma ine, and even
fewer would apply if Colby did not
aggressively reach out to attract
them, which is part of the affirmative action process. Having fewer
minority students at Colby would
leave way for more ignorance. One
good way of attracting more minorities to Colby is making the Caucasian population moreaccepting and
open minded to minorities. Kaye's
views do not encourage openmindedness. Doing away with the
entire affirmative action program is
not an option.

Abe R ogers '95

Niebuhr 's
perspective , is
skewed in PLO
piece

wise am not really a part of things

here?

Here is the double-bind that
coming out presents,over an d over
again, to gay, lesbian and bisexual
people. Sexual orientation is a very
personal matter, and well-meaning
people sometimes say, "I don't need
to know that about you." But since
The article by Kurt Niebuhr re: sexual orientation is nearly always
Israel-PLO [Oct. 28] contains many assumed to be heterosexual in the
errors and lacks credibility. Stating absence of specific information oththat the Gaza Stri p is of no strategic erwise, to say nothing leaves the
value to Israel is absolutely false. world with the impression that one
Israel is the size of Rhode Island is strai ght. So by coming out I, at
and is surrounded by Arab coun- best, risk offending people who
tries, who until the recent peace "don't care to know"; by not comaccord, vowed to push her into the ing out I risk leaving the incorrect
sea.
impression that I am straight. Can't
Stating that in 1984 the U.N. cre- win.
ated Israel is utter nonsense. Jews
It seems that one of the most
lived in Israel, formerly Palestine, effective ways to change the situacenturies ago before the time of tion and to get some "win" back
Christ. The U.N. simply made offi- into it, for the significant proporcial that this country would now be tion of the society which is not hetself-ruling, an d' a section of this erosexual, is to change the default
country was given to the Arabs. setting..And that is the purpose of
Yet, instead of staying, the Arabs Coming Out Week. Those who befled.
lieve they can tolerate the risk to tell
To say that Israel has treated the someone about their sexual orienArabs as sub-human is ludicrous. tation are increasing people's
Let's not forget,from the time Israel awareness that the world includes
became self-ruling in 1948, the non-heterosexuals. Noone at Colby
FLO'S goal was to destroy her. The can be intellectually unaware that
PLO has attacked Israel for years- homosexuality exists, but day-tostriking at schools, killing citizens day experience may seem to justif y
daily, an d never giving up their the heterosexual default setting.
vengeance. Even after the recent Each person who '£omes out"plays
peace accord, in recent weeks Pal- a significant role in hel ping to
estinians have still killed Israeli citi- change the default setting, making
zens.
easier for our brothers and sisters
If Kurt Niebuhr is going to write down the road.
an article, let him do research first
and get his facts correct before he
Jan Munroe
writes the article.
Counseling Services
K

Claudia Shapiro

Those who
"come out"
increase
awareness
Coming out-deciding when and
to whom to disclose one's homosexual or bisexual orientation - is
probably the most difficult issue
gay, lesbian and bisexual people
face. As I writethis, in themiddleof
Comi ng Out Week at Colby, 1993,1
think especially of the people who
may be very afra id to acknowledge
t hei r sexual preference to another
person, and I think of the loneliness
and the distance between people
which having to keep that secret
maintains.
Imagine the effort of dealing
with all the everyday assumptions
that one is heterosexual, which is
the "default setting"unlessonespccifically indicates otherwise. "Are
you going to the dance?", "Are you
seeing anyone? ", and other seemingly innocuous social questions can
become stumbling blocks of massive proportions to non-heterosexual people. "Uh, no, I'm not going to the dance...", but no, I'm no t
busy, and yes, I love to dance, and
no,I'm not shy. In fact, I'd love to go
dancing tonight but...How to proceed? Do I say exactly why the da nee
is a problem for me, and risk being
made fun of,being rejected, or setting myself up to be marginalized
or ridiculed, or do I keep the truth
to myself, and perhaps give the
misleading impression that I' m no t
social,don't like to dance, or other-

Gender bias
does not exist
I am responding to Ms. Hannah

Bcech'sOct.28article entitled "Gender biases in Colby's classrooms

and majors." While Ms. Beech asserts that we should all be aware of
bias wherever we are, her conclusions are wrong, inaccura t e, and
frankly, off ensive.
Ms. Beech obviously did not
anal yze the chart that appeared
along with her article. In all, a total
of 26 majors appeared. Twelve of
t he 26 have a major it y of fema le
maj ors and male majors. Two of the
26 are exactly equal. moreover,only
seven and five of the 26 are disproportionately female and male, respectively. Thirteen of the 26 majors are bet ween 40 and 60 percent
male or female. That is a pretty close
ratio. Where is the gender bias?
She argues that men in her governmentand economics classesusually answer the questions. As an
In ternational Studies major, Ms.
Beech is only required to take orie
governmen t class, G0215. A class
wi t h 60 t o 80 studen t s, and you
expeetdiscussion and commentary?
The women who relish a good
argumen t and love to take on their
male counterparts are probably the
ones most offended by Ms. Beech's
argumen t. I have seen some class
discussions go the entire 15 rounds.
Moreover, there is practically none
of this gender bias "reinforcement"
at Colby. The Socratic Method
surely does not discriminate and
any competent professor would
want to challenge all students.
see BIAS on page 10
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Creative Colby-ites
LIFE'S A BEECH

By Hannah Beech
Colby is not only one of the top
schools in the nation,but it is home
to some of the most creative and
exciting youths in the U.S.A. I'm
hot talking about intellectuallystimulating term papersor biology
experiments. lam not talking about
Bixler sculptures or Strider performances. I'm talking about the combination of kegs, Colby students
and their wild and crazy imaginations.
Takenote of someof these Colby
wonderkids.
Last year, my roommate was
sitting by the window in Champlin
and noticed a beer cup fly out of a
third-floor window. A hockey stick
followed.She was mildly interested.
Next came a piece of furniture. This
was getting exciting. Then , a
twenty-gallon fish tank complete
with water,plants,gravel,and very

upset fish flew out of the window
and landed with a crash. I guess
that's a new way of cleaning up
your room.
Then, of course, there are the
mentally-questionable folks who
think that the shower in Piper
^doubles as a urinal. Talk about creative stretches of imagination! In
September, we caught a hockey
team ternber peeing away, not in
the least bit concerned that two
women "were watching him. We
even kicked him in the shin.
A similar incidenthappened last
Saturday night when one oi my
roommates walked by the shower
and heard two male voices from
behind the door. Openingthe door,
she went over to the guy standing
in the shower and tapped him on
the shoulder. Panicked, he turned
around mid-stream and looked at
her, at the same time forgetting to
contract certain muscles. After he
finished spraying the room, he and

SuJo-nlij , r/j W in -fe mfcU/e of om of -ffye
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Yugoslavia:another Vietnam?

his friend took off to a pre-party.
Tracking them down, we asked
their names. Unfortunatel y, the
drunken duo both had bouts of
amnesia and were unable to come
up with this complicated piece of
information. Luckily, an R.A.
showed up, and the mentally and
bladderly-challenged blond freshmanissched uled to chat with Joyce.
The Heights roof is another
source of endless fun for the energetic minds of trashed Colbyites.
Last year, a group of buck-naked
guys jumped off the Heights roof
into the snow, but due to lack of
motor coordination, a couple of
them sprained their ankles. Limping around on campus the next day,
they respondedto people's inquiriesby saying, "it 's a long story." It's
a pretty funny one, though.
Or what about the crafty person
who,after a dozen brews, decided
to supergluehisfriend'sdoorknob?
Unfortunately there was a flaw in
his creative scheme, because he
superglued his finger to the door in
the process and had to wait sheepishly for his friend to come back
and hel p him undo his deed.
Last year a wasted senior responded to suggestions of a fist fight
by running back to his room and
coming out with a shot gun. That's
definitely not the usual way to settle
a dispute, but this guy was obviously on a higher creative and mental plane.
There was another creative soul
who decided in his keg-clouded
judgement to snowboard down the
third-floor ramp of Miller library.
He wasdoing fine until he rounded
the corner and went 'boarding
down the stairs and bumped into a
rather startled librarian.
I don't even want to talk about
the girl last year who created an
unusual hallway sculpture by taking a dump in the middle of the
Heights third floor.
All I can say is that if Colhv, can
harness all this drunken weekend
creativeenergy and import i t to the
classroom, Colby's U.S. News and
World Report rating will shoot up
higher than a,shaken beer can.Q

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
By Kurt Niebuhr
As the war in Bosnia drags on,
proponent s of intervention are
making their voices heard. They
maintain the U.S. should recognize
the self-determination movements
of the different ethnic groups and
then intervene to ensurepeace.This
is dangerous thinking. The U.S.
should not get involved with selfdetermination movements unless
its core interests are threatened.
What used to be the State of
Yugoslavia is a perfect example of
the type of self-determination
movements the world will see often in decades to come. The plight
of the Muslim communities in
Bosnia-Herzegovina is tragic, but
the U.S. should not intervene. It
threatens to disrupt the status quo
of the international system and
would be a serious drain of capital
and human resources.
Yugoslavia could be another
Vietnam. Any intervention would
prove long and costly. Rather than
intervene, the U.S. should make
sure the conflict doesn't spread.
Humanitarian aid efforts havebeen
ineffective to date, which underscores how costly military intervention will be.
Of far graver concern are potential precedents created by immediate recognition of the self-determination movements in the various
Yugoslav republics.Aside from the
U.S.,all permanent membersof the
U.N. Security Council have their
own internal self-determination
movements. England faces outright secessionist movements in
Northern Ireland and greater autonomy movements in Scotland
and Wales. France worries about
the growing demands of the
Basques. China struggles with Tibet and Mongolia,and Russia faces
ethnic tensions and hostilities too
numerousto count. Quick recognition of new states in the former
Yugoslav republics could encourage secessionist movementsby the
Great Powers, leading to thedestabilization of the post-Cold War se-

curity regime.
If the U.S. intervenes in Yugoslavia, it will have to do so unilaterally. Unlike Kuwait, where President Bush put together an impressive array of economic embargoes
and a coalition to fight Saddam
Hussein, no other country will support intervention in Yugoslavia.
Europe is dead-set against sending
a Desert-Storm-type force to the
Balkans.
Multilateralism lends more
credibility to intervention than do
the ideals multilaterally,a state can
claim it is not acting selfishly, but
for the good of the entire international system. Also, multilateral
intervention disperses costs. Third,
a multilateral approach enhances
the effectiveness of economic embargoes, the least costly form of
intervention (in terms of human
life) .
Proponents of intervention in
Yugoslavia cite the successof Desert
Storm asgroundsfor action. In reality, the two events have very little
in common. In Kuwait there was
and outright violation of an established international border. Yugoslavia is an internal civil war. In
Kuwait there was a perpetrator and
a victim and the victim sought to
reestablish the prior order. The
armies of Desert Storm had a clearcut goal: to evict an invader and
reestablish the previous balance of
power. Reestablishing the stability
of Cold-"War Yugoslavia would be
impossible. Not a sing le on e of t he
ethnic groups is satisfied with the
current borders.
U.S. intervention in Yugoslavia
is morally appealing and sounds
like the right thing to do. However,
"Universalism,and the need for the
U.S. to react to every outrage of
violence," as Bush warned, is dangerous. Universalism requires the
U.S. to play the role of global cop in
ways that, even for a superpower,
strains the limits of its hegemony.
As for the Yugoslavcivil war,all
the U.S. can really do is wait for the
dust to settle and then recognize
any remaining republics as independent states.Q

If you could have gone to the semi - formal dance with any
Colby administrator or professor , who would it have been?

Chris Rogers '94
"I would take the Cotters because they're such neat people
and so interesting to talk to."

Katie Morrison '94
"Janice Kassman. She gets
enough crap in this paper and
my date would be respected."

Amy Phalon '96

"Professor Bryant because
he's tall and fun to talk to."

Will Rafferty '97
"I don't know because all
my professors are guys, an d I
don't do that kind«f thing."

Jon Bardzik '95
"Allen LaPan. It'll be the safest date I would have all year."
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Op inions
BIAS, continued from

page 8

Worst, Ms. Beech has the audacity to write that men are pressured to get an education to earn
six figure salaries. And women
don't want to make partner in a
lawfirm orbecomea distinguished
physician? 1 forgot, only Colby
men are ambitious. Most graduates I knowdon't start out earning
big bucks. Worst of all, GovernmentMajors whoseinterest in government stems from a desire for
progressand economicgrowth are
insulted by Ms.Beech'sargument.
Perhaps it is only in Ms. Beech's
little world that every female is
forced into homemaking (also an
honorable profession).
1also forgot that English is the
only major in which ideas are
"touchy feely." I forgot that is
why policy wonks and bureaucrats wrestle with ideas over how
to eliminate poverty and reduce
crime. There are no right answers
to these questions. Please tell me
if there are any because I need an
idea to help get elected President.
Also don't economists, biologists
and and mathematicians wrestle
with vague and unspecific problems? How do we cure AIDS?
What are the positive and negative consequences of a badget deficit?
Ms. Beech, try raising your
hand andtakingachanceinclass—
I am sure that you will be called on
in whatever the class and no matter what the proportion of males
to females. Face it, gender bias in
the classroom does not exist. It's
unhealthy and does not contribute to a sound, liberal arts education.
Jonathan Eden Kaplan '94
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Questioning Colby's crime statistics
the lighting issue.
Those crime statistics are so inaccurate it is beyond laughable.
Who on this campus actually believes that there were only two liquor law violations and one sexual
assault? Directly below the statistics, there is a note that the lone
incident of sexual assault was "one
of forciblefondling."This statement
seemsto trivialize the single sexual
assault that actually did make it to
the statistical analysis.
The College gets away with reporting such skewed figures two
ways. First, it takes advantage of
loopholes that allow certain cases
of these crimes not to becounted in
the statistics. Second, College administrators and Health Centerstaff
can deter victims from reporting
assaults to the police. This deter-

BY PETER MURPHY
Staff Writer

The other night I was feeling a
little bored, soI curled up by the fire
with a copy of the Student Handbook. As I reached the section labeled Crime Statistics on the bottom of page sixty, a warm feeling
began to swell inside of me.
I guess I never realized how safe
our campus was.TheCollegeclaims
only one sexual assault happened
in 1993 (Jan. to J uly) and none at all
the two years before that. There
havebeen zero aggravated assaults
and only two liquor law violations
in the past year according to the
Handbook.Withthis pictureof crime
at Colby, it's no wonder the administration has done nothing about
t
I
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rence does not have to be an overt
threat, it can be a subtle suggestion
that pursuing the matter or pressing charges will be more stressful
than simply forgetting that the incident happened.
Understandably, issues of
sexual assault are difficult for the
victim to report. However,such low
reporting of assaults, coupled with
the College's assertion that there
were only two liquor law violations, makes the entire report look
suspect.
In 1991, the federal government
enacted legislation that required all
colleges to uniformly publish such
crime data because many schools
falsely reported thecrimesthat took
place in order to avoid being labeled as "unsafe."Yet,this new law
does not seem to have encouraged
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honest reporting on Colby's part.
Clearly, it is still in the College's
interests to suppress the notion that
rape, assault and liquor law violations occur here. Heaven forbid we
have more crime than Bates or
Amherst.
Yet, this suppression of information is an affront to the entire
community, especially to the many
victims of such crimes. A clearly
spelled out sexual harassment
policy is useless when juxtaposed
with official crime statistics that
purport that there was only one
sexual assault this year and none in
the past two years. What is more
important to Colby,the well being
of each member of its community
or moving up a notch in US News
and World Repo rt's index of elite
colleges?.!
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Professors are afraid to operate the VCR in class
BY CATE CZERNICKI
Contributing Writer
For those o f usborn in the 1970s,
keeping up with technology is not
yet a problem .VCRs and overhead
projectors arc not other-worldly
objcctscapableof untimely destruction if mishandled. But to the
slightly older genera tion of Colby's
faculty, thclatest video equi pment
and electronic gear pose a significant threat.
There is no surer way to watch
a professor's cool intellectual front
unravel than to watch a movie during class time. If a film is scheduled
for evening viewing in the A V room
in Miller, tho professor saves face

by falling back on the technological
know-how of Colby's AV team.
When it's just a professor and a
VCR in front of a full class — oh
boy, things can get crazy. Palms
start to sweat, vision blurs, and often the plaintive cry issues fort h,
"Does anyone know how to work
this thing?" Morcoften than not it's
a student to the rescue.
While I've been told that it has
happened, I've never witnessed a
professor who has slipped the tape
into the VCR and pushed "p lay"
without a frantic switching o f channels, a fid geting of plugs from outlet to outlet and an overwhelming
frustration before the picture appears on the screen. Perhaps 1 just

take the wrong classes. I applaud
those professors who have been
successful.
While it may be too late for this
semester, I would like to propose a
mandatory VCR instruction class
for all professors. It need only take
a half hour or so of instruction , some
note-taking and perhaps a bit of
practice, but it wou ld save an immense amount of class time spent
in useless confusion over a VCR.
Professors often chide students
for skipping class with the reasoning, "You are only wasting your/
your parents money by missing
class!" I doubt my pa rents would
have been thrilled if over Parent's
Weekend I had presen ted them with

a tally of the amount of class time
wasted because my professor was
unprepared to use the VCR. It
should simp ly be part of a
professor's class preparation that
he or she kno w how to present the
material.
A little deductive reasoning
mi ght lead one to surmise that our
professors certainly a ren't renting
videos for their own enjoyment.
After all, what 's the big diffe rence
between pushing "play" at home or
in the classroom? Overall then , a
little VCReducaUon will helpmakc
everyone happy. Students will get
inequality education they deserve,
and professors can add a whole
new dimension to their social lifeD
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a wonderful cast/' said Wing. "They
work really well together."
The lop Girls cast an d a few
other students have ail been taking
a class which coordinates with the
production. They have met four or
five times a week since the beginning of the semester.
"It's been pretty hectic, but it's
great seeing how [the play] has
come together/' said Lisa deHahn
'95,a TopGirls cast member. "We've
done research into our characters.
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have two productions going on at
the same time, so it will be a challenge/' said Much Ado cast member
Zach Geisz '94, who will also play
the alternating role of Benedick /
Leonato.
Students will perform Top Girls
on Nov. 11,13, 17 and 19. The play
features a cast of seven women in
sixteen roles. Many of the actresses
are senior performing arts majors
who have a lot of experience in
theater."I'm blessed becauselhave
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| We now have the largest selection of domestic and
|
import beers in Central Maine.

arid everyone's character is really
developing."
Each actressplaysmultipleroles
in Top Girls, either a historical or
fictional figureor a modern woman
cf 1982. "It is interesting to see how
both characters that each actress
play share similar attitudes and
beliefs," said deHahn.
Preparations are going very
well, according to Wing. "[The cast
comes] alive out there! We have
also been doing improv around the
dinner table where [cast members]
all take on the personalities of their
characters," said Wing.
Top Girls was written in 1982by
Caryl Churchill. The play displays
political views about the oppression of women through times.
Churchill did not use realistic time
sequences when writing her play.
"Scenes are sometimes out of
order. The audience — unless
they're looking at their program —
mi ght become a little lost," said
Wing.
Following the op en ing n ight
performance,the cast and crew will
hold a question and answer session
in the lobby about the play. "It's a
challenge, but a good one because
it's a thoughtful play," said Wing.Q
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SKI MADNESS

Win prizes every week

Ski tickets, shirts...and much more
Grand Prize Giveaway
December 9th

Echophoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
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There is no substitute for sweet success.
Even though they were snubbed f or the NCAAChampionships , the
Colby men's soccer team went out and beat the best of the rest, downing
Connecticut College in the ECAC tournament , 2-1. The goals were scored by
senior Co-Captain Ethan Spencer and Marc Small. Helping seal the win was
tourney MVP Pat Skulley.
1993 was the Year of the Mu le as Colby downed Wheaton , Bridgewater
St. and Conn. College in the tournament on their way to a 16-1-1 record and
thkECAC crown, provin g that they were indeed worthy of NCAA
consideration. Q
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Footba ll beat s Tuft s for third win in a row
BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Sports Editor
Thirteenseniorstookto the field
for their last game in a home uniform to play a team that they have
not beaten in their four years at
Colby.Saturday saw the hex end as
the Mules picked up a 23-13 win
against Tufts in a defensive
struggle.
At 1-5, the Jumbos came in as
underdogs to a Colby team that is
starting to gel. The Mules have
rattled off fou r wins in a row and
are looking to make it four this
Saturday against Bowdoin.
The Mules got on the board first
against the Jumbos when sophomore fullback Brad Smith bullied
his way in from five yards out to
put Colby up 7-0 early in the second quarter.
Two series later, the Jumbos
started a drive at midfield and
pushed the ball down to the Colby
seven on nine plays. On the tenth

play, Tufts quarterback Greg Peters tried to fire a pass into the end
zone. The ball was initially batted
upby free safety Jason Jabar, then
tipped again by cornerback Mike
McElaney,aliowingJabar to grab it
and lumber 95 yard s for Colby's
second score and what seemed like
a safe lead at 14-0.
"It was just kind of floating. I
just wanted to catch it because I
missed oneat Hamilton/' said Jabar,
"I knew Adam [Cote] was behind
me if anyone was going to catch
me, so when I caught the ball, I
knew I was going to go all the way."
The Jumbos did not give up,
however. Peters connected with
Michael Daly on a pair of touchdown receptions, which would
have tied the game if not for a
blocked extra point that Colby's
Brian Kennealy '96 grabbed and
bolted 80 yards to give the Mules
the two point conversion.
The oddity gave Colby a 16-13
lead which they padded in the
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The question still remains
unanswered w I'll ask itagaim
ire Colbyj ugby*play era really
the "scrum of the exxtW*t \
Woody Hanstein,lire coach
of theUMJPa rubys'q _addoesrty t
think so. "My feeling ia that
Bates is the last school that
should be saying 9tnH ftke
ihai»«Weplayedtwo ha*dga*nes
against Colby and had a social
fart-don With themafterwards/'
he said.
> So if they are not really such
bad guys what promptedthe
BatesStudent to publish such a
slanderous article? James Dormant, the Bates nigby chib
President at tributed ihe negative sentiments tb the rivalry
between Colby a«d #ate_> Bw*
ColbyplayerBtia«Seidman *M
see. it differently*
When Colby lostto Batesthis
year -they werenot only upset
about the defeat bat themannetiii which it came*Ac_ording
ta Seidman the referee of the
matcft was also the Bates coach
Ike Levine,. "He was* trte cause
of any bad sentiment between
the two teams/'said Seidman.
nWe didn't play dir iy b«t whew
r
y oii get tackled around the head
you are going to react^Other
teamsplay dirtierbut Bates Was
doing a lot of cheapstuff that
didn't gel called *
Seidman wenton to say that
Levine granted Bates a tri that
didn't even com the plan*?of
the end zone.
Yes, the .rivalry between
Sates and Colby is intense,yes
our rugby team/* behavior is
not Winning them any Good
Samaritanawards> but after all
the controversy they had to go
throughoncampus,theyshould
not have to put np with ym*
fonnded<ritt<asmj frWo#Mayflower Httl* e&pecialfy from
Lewiston* D

Come relax and enjoy our

Behind College Ave
cor wash
|
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fourth quarter on a 33 yard
touchdown jaunt by NESCAC
Freshman Player of the Week
Lawaun Curry, who had 112
yards rushing on the day.
Interceptionslatein the game
sealed the win. Jabar picked off
his second passof theday,which
earned him NESCAC Defensive
Player of the Week honors, and
Mark Jackson '95 also intercepted one to ice it.
"[Tuftsl was a deceiving 1-5
team," said Head Coach Tom
Austin, 'They kept us off balanceand tested our defense.Our
philosophy defensively is to
bend and not break, and that's
what we did."
Prior to the game,Colby held
33-9-1
record against Tufts.
a
EchophotobyJennifer Atwood
Up next for Colby is CBB
nemesis Bowdoin, who stands Lawaun Curry * _>7
in the way of six strai ght CBB
Martinez should be 100 percent for
championships and a 6-2 record
the Mules, which means the defor Colby. At 3-4, the Polar Bears
fense will have to be sharp.
are near the bottom of NESCAC,
From his spot at free safety,Jabar
but when the CBB is on the line, is confident in the defense. "We
anything can happen. Last year
have been playing great as a team
Colby had a superior team, but
all year," he said. "We have some
Bowdoin made it close. The lead
tough guys on this team. It feels
changed hands five times during
good to have guys like that around
last game, with Colby pulling out a you."
late victory.
It all comes down to one game
offenThe Polar Bears are led
for the Mules, with the best record
sively by three big guns: quartersince 1971 and the unprecedented
back Ramon Marti nez, ru nning sixth straight CBB Championship
back Adam Rand and receiver Pe- hanging in the balance.
ter Nye. Martinez is coming off an
"We've made history already/'
injury he sustained against Trinty, said Austin. "{The CBB] is the only
New England 's no. 1 ranked team. tangible evidence of our success."?
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Men 's soccer wins ECAC tournament : Mu les po st best
seas on since 1978 although not included in NCAAs
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

The Mules proved they are
champions last Sunday when they
beat Conn. College 2-1 and became
the recognized best team in the
ECAC. The men's soccer team was
denied a tri p to the NCAA tournament, so it felt it had something to
prove as the first seed in the ECAC
Championships.
"We felt that we were gypped
outof the NCAAs,"said goalkeeper
Caleb Mason '95."Out attitude was
to win the ECACs and prove our
critics wrong."
Senior Co-Captain Ethan Spencer agreed with Mason. "We felt we
got hosed out of the NCAAs. We
wanted to win it all and prove that
we should have been playing in the
national tournament."
The Mules showed their tenacity in the championship game
against defending EC A C champs
Conn College. This year's Championship game was a rematch of the

last time the Mules made it to the making several diving saves. With
ECAC finals.
11:03 left in the contest,however,Conn,
In 1978 Colby beat Conn. Col- managed to sneak one under an outlege for the title. This year's game stretched Mason to come within one of
had a similar ending.
sending the game into overtime.
Robin Ottaway "95 penetrated
"Conn began to push up more in
on the left side and lofted a ball into the second half in an attem pt to come
the box that Spencer headed in to back,"said Serdjenian. "We were then
the goal only 4 minutes, 31 seconds forced to drop back and play more
into the contest. Less than ten min- defense, not out of p lan but out of
utes later, Marc Small '96 redirected necessity."
a pass from Tuck Evans '94 into the
The Mules prevailed 2-1, however,
far side of the net for a 2-0 Colby and earned their first ECAC title since
advantage.
1978, when they beat Conn on MayiThat second
goal really set them flower Hill.
back," said coach Mark Serdjenian.
Co-Captain Pat Skulley '94 was
'Twogoals is difficult to come back named the tournament's MVP,but was
from."
quick to give credit to the defense.
After out-muscling and out- "The defense won the game and the
laying
Conn. College in the first whole season for us."
p
half, the Mules, who played four
Many of the Mules were hurting
playoff games in five days, relaxed f r om p lay ing four of their playoff
a little in the final period. Colby's games in five days. Bill Lanagan '95
depth (the Mules' used 17 different suffered a first degreeseparation of his
p layers in the Champ ionshi p left shoulder in the Mules' p layoff
match) and Mason's goal tending opener, and had to wear a sling. He
hel ped the Mules. The Camels sus- took the sling off however, when he
tained pressure for most of the sec- put his uniform on. Mason was also
ond half , but Mason came up big- not WO percent. The goalkeeper was
hobbling visibly and said he had
trouble punting the ball.
For a while, it looked as if Colby
might not even reach the finals. It took
the team two days to defeat eighth
seed Wheaton, 2-0. In the semi-finals,
the Mules found themselves knotted
at zero with Bridgewater State late in
the match , and another overtime
looked probable.
Then, with a little over a minute
remainin g, Skuliey attacked on the far
side and worked the ball to Spencer in
the middle. Spencer then fed an oncoming Brian Dowling '97, who buried it in the lower right hand corner to
send Colby into the championship.
With the game seemingl y over,
BridgewaterStmountedanattackwith
15 seconds left in the match. A
Bridgewater shot was taken that hit
the crossbar of the Colby goa l, t hen
ricocheted down to land about a foot
from sending the game into overtime.
As the game came to a close against
Conn., so did the care ers of Skulley,
Spencer and six other seniors. In the
four years that these p layers have
suited up for Colby, they have compiled an impressive49-1l-4record,and
have competed in three ECAC tournaments.
"There is nothing better than going
ou t on a wi nni ng n ot e," said Skulley.
Take that NCAAs.Q
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Aram Goudzousian *94 gets set to deal against Conn. College.
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Public Skating
Aifond Arena, Colby College
November 13th * 12-5:30
$3 or Fre e w/ Colby ID
Raffle Tickets/Prizes/Refreshments
Proceeds to benefi t Colby Womens Ice
Hockey & the Maine Hunger Fund.
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Echo photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Josh Radoffgot his head into everything vs. Wheaton.
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Maine winters don't change....
....they j ust get worse
so-BE PREPARED!
^
Our Entire Selection of"
" WINTER JACKETS
IS ON SALE !
Select from Ski Parkas , Pullovers,
Long Styles, Short Styles, Wools,
Leathers, Puplins , Barn Coats
or You Name It.
We have it in all sizes and
made by the brands you know!
COLUMBIA - C.B. Sports WOOLRICH
FIELD & STREAM - LONDON
FOG
ZERO KING and many others
FOR GUYS and GALS
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Levine 's
Down t own Wa t erv i lle

Wh ere Colby friends meet.
Lud y '21 Pa cy '27 Howar d '40

Honorable mention team All - rookie team
Field hockey

Men's soccer

Leading the team in scoring this year,striker Marc Small '96 was a big reason the team had
such a successful season.Small scored 11goals and assisted on 4 others for a total of 26 points.
Only a sophomore, Small will be the main man on this talented team for the next two years.

— Offense— Brad Smith '96 has followed up his NESCAC Rookie-of-the-Year season by
amassing 407 yards on the season, with one game to go. Hampered early in the season with
a shoulder injury, Smith missed one game but is still in the top ten in NESCAC in rushing.
—Defense—Junior Jim Zadrozny has put fear in the hearts of opposing QBs, registering
10.5 sacks on the year with one game to go. Add 53 tackles and seven hurries to Zadronzney's
sack totals.

Talk about staying in shape. Elisabeth
Dodds started in all 14 games for the Mules
this season and played nearly every minute
of every game, according to Coach Heidi
Salin. She not only played a lot, but played
well recording six defensive saves from her
defensive position.

Everyone dreams of winning the game
in the last minute. Brian Dowling did this
(O.K., there were 1:02 left) in the men's
soccer ECAC Semi-Final game against
Bridgewater State to put the Mules up 1-0
and into the Championship game where
they defeated Conn. College for the title.
Dowling also provided the winning goal
earlier in the season against his older
broth er's team, Middlebury.

Women's tennis

Sarah Ummel stood out in the no. 2
doubles slot with sophomore Courtney
Marum. "A strong backhand and an exceptional net game make her a future doubles
stand-out," commented Coach John Illig.

Football

Offense - Lawaun Curry - Named
NESCAC Rookie of the Week back to back
for his performances in the Bates and Tufts
Although just a frosh, Shannon Tracy gets honorable mention for her excellent*season,in - games, Curry has 89 carries for 407 yards.
which she tied for the team high seven goals. Tracy was not afraid to get physical either. She The tailback ha s scored th ree ti m es thi s
season and has 4.4 yard per carry average.
will be a force for the Mules for three more years.
He has come into his own at the end of the
season taking over the starting fullback
position.
Defense - Jason Jabar- When a Colby
In between the pipes for the Mules this season,Rachel Simson '96 has been selfish, posting
an 88 percent save percentage, making 188 saves on . the season and shutting out her free safety hits the Bates quarterback so
opponents three times. She shut down highly touted Bowdoin, allowing the only goal on a hard that the poor soul's ear pieces fly out
of his helmet and land five yards from fro m
penalty shot in overtime.
his head, the Mule deserves to win some
kind of award . It was hard hitting defense
play that gets red-shirt transfer from U.
Maine Jason Jabar on the Honorable MenKate LaVigne, the teams' oldest player as a junior, played at the no. 2 slot in singles and tion Team.Jabar was fifth on the team with
no. 1in doubles with sophomore Rachel Kleinman.This co-captain posted a 5-3record with 56 with one game to go. In last Saturday's
a strong three-set win over Tufts.
game Jabar picked off a deflected Tuft 's
pass and returned it 95 yards for a touchdown.

Running behind one of the ten best runners in New Engl and , Michelle Severance, junior
Lenia Ascenso's efforts are often eclipsed—but they shouldn't be. Ascenso ran in the no. 2 or
no. 4 position for the Mules in every race to date, and has shaved almost an entire minute off
her personal best time since last season. Ascenso finished 9th at the States, and Coach Deb
Aitken predicts she will garner All-New England status this weekend in the New England
Envision III Championships.

Offense and defense are not limited just to sports like football. Seniors Colleen Brennan
and« Kristen Scheible proved this by leading the team in assists (229) and blocks (23),
respectively. "Both Colleen and Kristin played through injuries to help this young team
through a challenging schedule,"said Coach Shelia Cain.
Both players have started for three years and have been nominated "Most Dedicated
Players" by their teammates, an award worth more than being named to the Echo Honorable
Mention Fall Team.

Consistency is the name of the game in golf, and junior Mark Roarke was consistently the
team's lowest scorer this season. Coach Sid Farr _>aid Roarke was also consistent in his work
ethic at practices. "He was the backbone of the team," said Captain Keith Gleason. Q

BONNIE'S DINER

Volleyball

Anna Thomson was an 82 percent hitter
with 152kills, and a solid server with an 84
percent serving percentage with 38 aces.
Thomson, a middle hitter, was named to
the Bowdoin Polar Bear All-Tournament
Team, and was a starter for most of the
season. ?

"If they can't score we can't lose" is
women's soccer goalkeeper Erika Moore's
credo. Moore had four solo shut outs, and
she combined with Stacy Joslin for four
more. Her most impressive blanking came
against Amherst when she denied Lord
Jeffs 18 times, and helped the Mules to a 10 victory. She also tied the team record for
most consecutive shut outs at three.

Rootin g for the underdo g
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Sports Editor
Ml

Jf al) star ted when the edi ior*in *hief of
this rag held up a copy of The Bates $in4eut4 and suggested I look into an article
entitled "Scrum of the earth ; These guys
are dawn and dir ty".
The "aatxmf w -scum/ if we int erpret
this witt y pun *refers to our ver yown men's
tu&by learn. Ben Webster ,a member of t he
Bates ftig by team disagreed with me when
] suggested that * He said the headline re*
ferretl to ru gby in general. But Webster
was quoted In the article as saying "No
other team to disliked si>irmdh by so;many
other teams due lotheir on field demeanor
[thm ;Colby].* Well, if the headline d not
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I know a lot of peoplethink ihe men's
rugby team is just;a bunch bf rneatheads.
Maybe they deserve this reputation, but
you 've got to admit;they've beengetting «
had rap lately.
• So they sing <TudesDngs, so they shave ;
too mmyrookie-?' heads,so they bring j
.- -farm animals to their
. initiation, so maybe
their beha vioi- would ;
. not get them elected to j
- any prestigious posi- •
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Get off the Hill for a
Homecooked Breakfast at:

Competitive natures are what give
Robyn Art and Liz Pagan the nod to the AllRookie Team. "Liz and Robyn have almost
been shadows of each other in all of our
races,"commented Coach Deb Aitken. Both
have immediately contributed to a team
that maybe Colby's first to enter the NCAA
competition. Art finished 11th out of 144
runners at theCodfish Bowl,an d 7th in the
Maine State meet where she was decorat _d
with All State Team Honors. Pagan placed
12th at Codfish and 8th at the States. She
was equally impressively when she fell
twice at the NESCAC meet and still finished fourth for Colby.

Women's soccer

Although only one facet of his tri-athalon, Abe Rogers '95 excelled running cross country
this fall, grabbing All-Statehonors for his seventh place finish at the States. Rogers finished
8th in the NESCAC Championships, one place out of All-NESCAC honors.
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Women s cross country
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Our Homemad e Pies.
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872-7712
•Homemade Soups
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•Green Mountain Coffee
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Open Seven Days A Week
•Bakery & Gourmet Desserts
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•Cakes
for
all
Occasions
5:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
•Custom Catering for Wedding
fliB
Benton Avenue, Winslow
Parties & Rchcrsul Dinner.
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Coverage of ECAC
champs,
men's soccer,
on p a g e14.

The 1993 Echo All-Fall Sport s Team
As the fall sports season comes to a close, it is customary for the Echo to choose the All-Fall Sports Team. Whil e there are many Colb y
athletes whose performances merit Tecognition ^some shine a little bit brig hter than others. On page 15, look for the Honorable
Mention Team and the All-Rookie Team.

E chophotoby Yuhgo Yamaguchi
_
Front (l-r) : Megan Fitzpatrick *94, Michelle Satterlee '94 , Michelle Severance '94 , Hack el Kleinman _? and Caroline Ketcham '96.
Standing (l-r) : Patrick Skulley *94 , Caleb Mason 'OS, Director of AthleticsRichard Whitmore, Sean Devine e94, Brian O'Su llivan '94
and Keith Gleason '94. (Brian Carlson '94 is not p ictured.)

Men 's soccer

A great defense creates good
offense. Working on this premise,
Pat Skulley '94 and Caleb Mason
'95 led the Mules defensively this
year , and as a result the Mules
were 16-1-1 and ECAC New England Division III Champ ions.
Skulley, the team'sco-captain ,
dominated the midfield , roaming the field and shutting down
theopposition 'sbestplayer. This
year , Skulley netted 5 goals and
assisted on six others . Skulley
has been a contributor to this
team fr om the moment he
stepp ed on the Hill. He ended
hiscareerb ygrabbing Most Valuab le Player honors in t he ECA C
Champ ion shi p Tournamen t.
Back nextyear for another season is goaltender Mason , who
will be the leader of a team that
will bid for post-season play.
After returning from
of theknee surthe
end
season,
gen^t
Mason proceeded to shu t out
Bowdoin and Bat es t o cap t ure
t he CBB crown , t hen blanked
bot h Wh ea t on and Br idgewa t er
State in the ECAC tournament.
His shu t ou t st reak ended on a
spinning ball that squirted by the
Bet hesda , Maryland native during the 2-1 victory over Conn ,
College in t he Championship
game.

Football

Capta ins are responsible for
leading their teams in attitude and
perfo rmance , and these two attributes earned Colby football' s senior Co-Captains Brian O'Sullivan
and Sean Devine All-Fall accolades .

— Offense —
Working awayin thetrenchesat
his center position , O'Sullivan has
dominated opposing nose tackles
and lin eback ers, opening gaping
holes for Colby's talented running
backs. "Sully" has al so provided a
model work ethic for future Mules
linemen.

— Defense ——

Devine, who has started every
game in his tenure in Waterville ,
onceaga i n had a grea t season; wrapping up 69 would-be rushers , ringing up 2 sacks and in te rcep ti ng one
pass. At his defensive end position,
he has been p ivot al in making t he
Mule defensive the third best in
NESCAC , earning himself
NESCA C Defens ive Player of the
Week during the year.

Women's soccer

Smashing two individual
records in t his her final season at
Colby, Megan Fitzpatrick '94 has

gar nered All-Fall kudos. With.her
ten assists this season, Fitzpatrick
not only broke the single-season
assist record , but she also broke the
career assist record for the Mules,
with 16. Fitzpatrick adde d seven
goals to her assists, finishin g the
season with 27 points. She helped
the team post a 8-5-1 record , one
win shy of an ECAC tournament
berth.

Field hockey

From her position on defense,
Michelle Satterlee '94 has been pivotal in the dramatic turnaround of
the Colby field hockey team. Grabbing jus t t wo wins last year, the
t eam has gone 7-7t hisyear , playing
tough with some of the New
Englan d' s finest teams. Satterlee ,
with her preci sion stickhandlin g
and na t ural insti nc t s, provided an
exampl e for t hisyou ng and t alen t ed
tea m to emulate. Satterlee made 10
defens ive saves, which ligh t ened
t he burden on goalie Rachel Simson
'96.

Women 's cross
coun tr y

Picking the member of the AllFall team for the cross country team
has been a no-bra iner for the last
four years. Michelle Severance '94

is in a class by herself. She proved it
again thisyear with numerous first
place finishes, includin g one in the
NESCAC Champ ionships. She is
almost assured her fourth cross
country Ail-America n plaque.

Men 's cross
countr y

Brian Carlson '94 has been a
quiet leader on the men ' s cross
country team, lead ing by exampl e.
H e earned All-Maine and AllNESCAC honors wit h his four t h
place finish at the NESCAC Championships. We may see Carlson
again next season when he skis for
the talented Nordic ski team.

Women's tennis

Rachel Kleinman '96 has carried
the burden for t he women 's t enn is
t eam , playing number one singles
and dou bles for the Mules.
Klcinman 's best performance was
agains t the no. 1 ranked player in
the nation , Helen Mo tt er of
Middlebury,
Kleinman jus t
dropped the match 5-7, 3-6. She
also had an impressive showing a t
the Rolex Division III regiona l tournamen t, where she made the round
of!6.

Volleyball

Sophomore Caroline Ketcham
gets the nod for women's volleyball . She lead the team in hittin g
percentage with 86 percent , and
nailed 165 kills. She also posted
an impressive 91 percent with her
serves and had 46 aces. For her
efforts she was named first tea m
All-Maine , making the MAIAW
All-Tournament team. She is also
one of only two non-seniors on
the All Fall team ,along with Caleb
Mas on '95.

Golf

Keith Gleason '94, a three-sport
at hlet e, helped the golf team hot
only wit h h is on course play, but
also was on par with his leadership as team captain. "He is an
outstanding leader for the team/'
said Coach Sid Farr. Q

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
ANDJ AC COYNE
Spor ts Ed itor and Asst.
Sports Editor

